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The gateway to hope is opening in Korea.
Railroads connect dreams with reality.
Railroads connect people with culture.
And railroads bring Koreans together.
As the center of transportation, culture and logistics of Northeast Asia,
Korea is developing as the new center of the world At the heart of this development lies the
Korea Rail Network Authority.
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A New Path

Korea Rail Network Authority has
been 3 years since its launching,
Korea Rail Network Authority, the world best
railway construction organization, is making a
new history of the railway.
An organization designed to take full charge of railroad construction and facilities
management
Korea's railroad industry, which had its start back on September 18, 1899 when the Gyeongin Line opened, now
boasts a history of 107 years. Since its inception, the railroad - as a pivotal mode of transportation - has made a
significant contribution to Korea's economic growth and regional development, thus fulfilling its role as the backbone of
the nation. Since the establishment in 2004 and the proclamation to be the world's best-renowned rail construction
expert, Korea Rail Network Authority(KR) has been rewriting the nation's railway history.
As the Gyeongbu High Speed Railway was successfully opened on April 1, 2004, Korea has been ranked on a par with
nations of best railway credentials. KR, not resting on its laurels after proudly positioning Korea among the railway
superpowers in less than 3 years, will continue to move forward uncharted railway fields in years to come.
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INTRODUCTION

Road towards the launch of the Korea Rail Network Authority
July, 29, 2003

Enactment of the Framework Act on Rail Industry Development

December, 31, 2003

Enactment of the Korea Railroad Corporation Act

January, 7, 2004

Launch of the Korea Rail Network Authority

April, 1, 2004

Opened the Phase 1 of the Gyeongbu High Speed Railway

and the Korea Rail Network Authority Act

January, 1, 2006

Introduced project-oriented organization
(8 Divisions, 5 Regional Offices, 1 Track Facilities Office)
Construction of overseas railways, inter-Korean railways, and transAsian rail networks

Main Responsibilities of the Korea Rail Network Authority
Construction of railways, e.g., high speed railway, conventional railway, wide area
railway, Trans-Korea railway, etc.
Improvement of railways, e.g., improvement of alignment, double-tracking and
electrification of railways
Foreign Countries' Railway Construction, Connection of North and South, North-east
Asian Rail Network Construction
Performance of railway facilities related work, e.g., railway safety management, railway
facilities asset management, etc.
Development, management and support of railway facilities-related technology
Development and operation of railway stations and surrounding areas
Railway crossing facilities-related work, e.g., making above/below-grade crossings, etc.
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Construction and Facilities
Management of Railways:
The Korea Rail Network Authority will now take
the lead.
The Korean government has pursued railway industry reform involving the separation of railway construction
from railway operation in an effort to enhance the competitiveness and operation efficiency of the industry. KR, as the
central maintenance body, took the responsibility of construction and maintenance of rail facilities which are considered
as quasi-public properties, while Korail (Korea Railroad Corporation), launched in January 2005, assumed the
responsibility of train operation, introducing competitive and commercial spirits of private
enterprises into its management system thereby boosting operational effectiveness.
The Korea Rail Network Authority, on the basis of its experience in constructing highspeed railway, will emerge as a top organization for project management and quality
management, thereby leading the development of Korea's railway industry.
Ministry of
Construction and
Transportation
Railway policies,
facilities investment plans,
safety regulations, etc.

Railway construction projects
Korea Rail Network
Railway facilitates improvement projects
Authority
Rail facilities and assets management
Railway safety, rail technology development, etc.
Projects at overseas markets: Private procurement (BTL,
BTO, etc.) and light rail transit projects, rail construction
projects such as high speed rail construction in China

Future direction of the Korea Rail Network Authority
New technology development:
Development of new railway construction projects,
Operation of railway professional training programs,

Korea Railroad
Corporation

Operation of railway technology research and information center
New market development:
New Market Development: Private procurement(BTL, BTO, etc.) and light rail transit project
abroad railway construction projects such as China High speed construction project
Expand and construct a Northeast Asia rail network
Business diversification:
Domestic and overseas railway engineering projects,
Procurement of domestic and overseas railway facilities,
Domestic and overseas railway construction consulting services and IT related projects
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Commercial service,
such as rail transport,
rolling stock maintenance, etc.

INTRODUCTION
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CEO'S MESSAGE

“ Witness our powerful stride
toward the global market. ”
Since its foundation in January 2004, we have been greatly contributing to the development of Korea's rail
industry. After the Gyeongbu High Speed Railway, the product of long-time labor and lavish sweat, started to
run at a maximum operating speed of 300km/h, it brought about remarkable changes in Koreans' everyday
life. It reduced journey time and logistics cost to a greater amount. Indeed, huge investments into the
Gyeongbu High Speed Railway are beginning to pay off. KR, since its establishment 3 years ago, has been
making all-out efforts to become the world-class rail engineering and construction leader.
With an introduction of six sigma for total quality management, we received top honors in an evaluation for
construction and facilities management, conducted by government in 1995. We have been strengthening
professional human resource pool by cultivating 900 PMPs(Certified Project Management Professionals by
Project Management Institute) so far. We also have successfully launched the most up-to-date enterprise
resource planning system(ERP) thereby achieving revolutionary process changes and building a base for
transforming itself into the world-class railway organization. Such a scientific and innovative improvement
paved the way for obtaining the two supervisory service contracts in China's Suining-Chongqing line in 2005
and in Wuhan-Gwangzhou line in 2006. Our team was acclaimed the best supervisory team in China's
construction supervisory service evaluation, making a big stride toward the global railway market.
Now all our employees lining up for the greater future with renewed determination, we are going to lead the
construction of the Iron Silk-road of Northeast Asia. As an initial step, we have been constructing domestic rail
network including high speed rail, making inroads into overseas railways, and actively participating in
Northeast Asian rail projects.
Send your warm applauds to KR, which will position itself as the world-best railway expert as well as a new
role model on Korea's public soil by creating transparent corporate culture, encouraging enterprising spirits
of employees, and continuing management innovation. We are galloping toward the greater future.
Thank you.

Lee, Seong-Kwon
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Korea Rail Network Authority
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Expansion of Railway Investment:
It is no longer a matter of choice.
The underutilization of railways is a burden to our economy
Sharp disparity in facilities investment between roads and railways
Transportation in Korea has been serving as main industrial arteries supporting economic growth. Recent increase in
transportation demands, highway-oriented investment, and steady inflow of automobiles, however, contribute to
raising energy consumption and air pollution, offsetting Korea's eco-friendly efforts.
Extension of roads and railways

Mode

1960's

1970's

1980's

1990's

Railway

3,022

3,193

3,135

3,091

3,374

1.1 times

Highway

313

1,221

1,542

1,893

2,923

9.3 times

27,169

39,995

45,726

55,164

97,355

3.6 times

-

7.8

165.4

274.5

423.5

54.3 times

Road
Subway

2004

Increase Ratio(%)

Our transport policy shall be realigned so as to ensure that railways serve as Korea's
main transport artery
Traffic investment slanted towards roads
With the advent of full-blown industrialization era and consumers' auto-buying spree in the 1970s, traffic investment
was heavily lopsided towards easily accessible road transport, making the nation's main transport summed up as roads.
Since the 1970s, investment into highway and road has gone up by 4.24 times and 2.39 times respectively, as compared
to investment into railway down by 0.98 times.
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MERITS
Sustainable, eco-friendly transport is a legacy for our posterity's sake
Build up traffic system in which human and environment are well harmonized
- Establish a new transport strategy for a better observance of the Kyoto Protocol to the Framework Convention on Climate
Changes (come into effect from Feb. 2005)
- Unbalanced investment into the road industry increased congestion costs, traffic accidents, and environmental pollution,
pressing the time for policy switch towards green transportation.

Paradigm shift for rail transportation
- Railway, having a high carrying capacity and energy efficiency, is also safe, fast, and eco-friendly
- Railway, dubbed as an icon for green transport revolution and the most viable transport means for next generation, is
understood as the backbone of new transport policy among transport policy makers in Europe. Currently, in Europe,
investment into railways is 2.3 times higher than roads.

Among EU members, average investment into railways was scaled up by 2 fold as
compared to roads between 1998 and 2005
According to the EU's transport infrastructure plan for 2001-2005, investment into railways accounts for up to
85% of the total investment into transportation.
<Unit: million Euro>

Nation

Railway

Belgium

4,108.9

786.4

5.2 times

Germany

56,120.2

25,618.5

2.2 times

Spain

19,897.0

9,926.4

2 times

Great Britain

8,489.4

2,281.0

3.7 times

Road

Railway / Road

Average investment into transportation facilities in European countries (%)
Railway 50%
Railway

53%

Germany, in particular, is emerging as a new
logistics superpower after making an enormous
investment into railways.

Road

21%
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The railway will draw Koreans closer together
and move Korea closer to the world.
We are starting a new railway culture in Korea by constructing a high speed
railway that has transformed Korea into a half-day travel zone, by
increasing the transportation capacity of our railways and by improving our
logistics system.
KR, a major player in the saga of the Gyeongbu High Speed Rail
construction, will continue to move forward until the moment railway
starting from the Korean Peninsula is handsomely extended to the
European continent across China and Russia thereby connecting the world
by rail.

A NEW PATH

PATH OF CHALLENGE

PATH OF TECHNOLOGY

PATH OF HOPE

Path of Challenge

300km/h, a convenient lifestyle is
unfolding at a speed only dreamed
of before.

BUSINESS PART
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High-speed Railway
Gyeongbu High Speed Rail, 1st Phase Construction
(opened in April, 2004)
Project : New line between Seoul ~ Daegu,
electrification of existing lines in Daegu ~ Busan (409.8km)
Budget : 12,737.7 billion won (US$ 12.7 billion, including electrification
of existing lines)
Period : June 1992 ~ April 2004
Rolling stock and main facilities
- Train-sets : 46 (12 manufactured overseas, 34 manufactured locally)
- Stations : Seoul, Yongsan, Gwangmyeong, Cheonan Asan, Daejeon,
Dongdaegu, Busan Stations
- R/S Depot : Goyang and Busan R/S Depots
Running time : 2 hours and 40 minutes

Phase II of the Gyeongbu High Speed Rail Construction
(scheduled to open in 2010)

Phase I
Existing lines upgrade
Phase II

Seoul

Cheon 34min 96.3km
an
34min
96.3km

50min

199.8km

Dae
jeon
50min

1hour and 31minutes

159.8km

288.1km

Gyeong
ju

Daegu
1hour and 39minutes

2hours and 40minutes Busan

2hours and
10minutes
418.7km

409.8km

Project : New line in Daegu ~ Gyeongju ~ Busan,
construct urban lines in Daejeon and Daegu
Budget : 7.190.1 trillion won (US$ 7.1 billion)
Period : July 2002 ~ 2010
Running Time : 2 hours and 10 min.
Station : Construct new Gyeongju station and intermediate stations
(Osong, Gimcheon-Gumi, Ulsan)

Phase I
Existing lines upgrade
Phase II

Construction of Honam High Speed Rail
Alleviate road congestion coming from passenger and freight transportation
along the Honam corridor
- Take maximum advantage of growth potential in Honam province, cut
journey time and make the nation a half-day travel zone alongside the
Gyeongbu High Speed Rail
Project: New line between Osong~Mokpo (231km)
- Osong~Gwangju by 2015, Gwangju~Mokpo by 2017
- Running time: 1 hour and 46 min. from Seoul to Mokpo (the shortest time
span, cut by 1 hour and 19 min.)
Budget: 10.541.7 trillion won (US$ 10.6 billion)
- Including 753.5 billion won (US$ 753 million) allocated for R/S purchase
Project History
- 1990, Conducted feasibility study on the Honam High Speed Rail project
-1997, Established the 1st Master Plan for the Honam High Speed Rail project
-2003, Established the 2nd Master Plan for the Honam High Speed Rail project
-2005, Supplemented and finalized the Master Plan
- August 8, 2006, Authorized and announced the Master Plan

336.9km

292.4km

Seoul

46min
Osong 121.3km

Nam 59min
gongju 165.1km

Iksan

1hour and 13minutes
210.8km

Jeong 1hour and 25minutes
253.1km
eub

Gwang 1hour and 41minutes
303.5km
ju

54minutes
Mokpo 1hour and
352.3km
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Rail network connection is needed for
balanced regional development.
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Passenger/Freight Railways
(Unit: year, million won)

Category

Project Description
Samnagjin~Jinju double-track electrification
Jeolla Line double-track electrification
Cheonan~Onyang double-track electrification

Period

Total Cost

2002 ~ 2011
2002 ~ 2010
1997 ~ 2008

1,932,928
1,167,774
508,985

Suwon~Cheonan Second double-track electrification
Janghang Line upgrade
Gyeongchun Line double-track electrification
Deokso~Wonju double-track electrification
Yeongdong Line relocation
Dongsuncheon~Gwangyang double-tracking
Suncheon~Yeosu line improvement
Jecheon~Dodam double-track electrification
Jecheon~Ssangyong double-track electrification
Ulsan~Pohang double-track electrification
Wonju~Jecheon double-track electrification
Jinju~Gwangyang double-tracking

1990 ~ 2006
1997 ~ 2008
1997 ~ 2009
1993 ~ 2008
1998 ~ 2007
2001 ~ 2008
2001 ~ 2008
2001 ~ 2007
2002 ~ 2008
2003 ~ 2012
2003 ~ 2012
2003 ~ 2012

1,200,074
1,394,770
1,956,437
1,615,158
483,720
253,272
502,836
306,477
322,186
2,059,370
1,140,061
1,049,341

New line
construction

Bosung~Imsungri line construction
Incheon International Airport Railway Construction
Sungnam~Yeoju double-track electrification
Pohang~Samcheok line construction
Sosa~Jeongwang double-track electrification
Wonju~Gangneung line construction
Bujeon~Masan double-track electrification
Airport runaway line construction

2002 ~ 2011
2001 ~ 2009
2002 ~ 2010
2002 ~ 2014
2003 ~ 2009
1997 ~ 2010
2004 ~ 2013
2004 ~ 2007

1,297,924
1,088,453
1,993,010
2,441,000
1,776,954
1,865,196
1,396,150
34,466

Existing line
electrification

Jochiwon~Daegu electrification
Chungbuk line electrification
Donghae~Gangneung electrification

2001 ~ 2008
1997 ~ 2004
2001 ~ 2005

734,915
275,756
83,027

Expand areas benefiting
from high speed
railways

Increase traffic
capacity

Inter-city Railway
(Unit: per year, million won)

Projects to
relieve traffic
congestion in
major
metropolitan
areas

Project Detail

Project Period

Total Budget

Jungang Line Cheongnyangri~Deokso double-track electrification
Gyeongwon Line Uijeongbu~Dongan double-track electrification
Gyeongui Line Yongsan~Munsan double-track electrification
Suwon~Incheon double-track electrification
Bundang Line Ori~Suwon double-track electrification
Bundang Line Wangsimni~Seolleung double-track electrification
Gyeongchun Line Mangu~Geumgok double-track electrification
Donhaenambu Line Busan~Ulsan double-track electrification

1993 ~ 2009
1995 ~ 2007
1996 ~ 2008
1995 ~ 2008
2000 ~ 2008
2000 ~ 2008
1997 ~ 2009
1993 ~ 2010

723,519
884.567
1,714,010
1,249,852
1,501,708
703,639
535,394
2,109,292
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Path to Unification:
Building the Iron Silkroad.
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Trans-Korea Railway
Connection of the Gyeongui Line
Project : Restore 12km of railway in Munsan ~ DMZ (single track)
Period : 2000 ~ 2003
Budget : 71.2 billion won (US$ 71 million)

Connection of the Donghae Line
Project : Restore 7km of railway in Jeojin ~ DMZ (single track)
Project Period : 2002 ~ 2006 (restored the 7 km single-track restoration at the end of 2005)
Total Budget : 109.3 billion won (US$ 109 million)

Northeast Asia Railway
Making inroads into China's high speed railway market
Opened a branch office in Beijing in 2004 to tap into the Chinese railway market
Obtained two supervisory service contracts in China's Suining-Chongqing Line in 2005 and in the Wuhan-Gwangzhou
Passenger Dedicated Line in 2006
Build up a total support system to win subsequent contracts

Construction of Northeast Asia Rail Network
Lay a foundation for international transportation by connecting with the trans-continental rail networks
- Discussed Three-Way Joint Research with Republic of Korea, North Korea and Russia by Railway Research Centers in order
to connect TKR and TSR
Explore ways to improve and construct rail networks of developing nations such as Thailand and Vietnam

Lay foundation for entering the international rail market by participating in international
organizations and conferences

Trans-Korean Railway (TKR)

Trans-China Railway (TCR)

Trans-Mongolian Railway (TMGR)

TKR connecting the Gyeongui Line, Gyeongwon Line,
Geumgangsan Line, and the Donghaebukbu Line, will be
the transportation channel that will eventually link TSR,
TCR and TMR.

The TCR is linked to the TSR at China's Lianyungang to
Alaraw Shankou, Kazakstan's Druzhba and Russia's
Jaurallie station. Total length: 8,613km.
*Connects Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Southeast Asian countries

Linked to TSR via China's Tianjin, Beijing and Mongolia's
Zaminuud, Ulan Baator and Sukhebaatar and eventually
Russia's Ulan Ude. Total length: 7,753km.

Trans-Siberian Railway (TSR)

Trans-Machurian Railway (TMR)

TSR will link Russia's far east region of Vladivostok and
UlanUde and Moscow to Europe's Rotterdam. Total
length: 9,297km.

TMR is linked to TSR via China's Tumen and Manzhouli to
Russia's Karimskaya. Total length: 7,721km.
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Construct an Advanced, Web-shaped
Logistics Network:
This will enhance Korea's
competitiveness.
Logistics System
Transform national transport networks into up-to-date, railway-oriented, unrivaled networks
Expand a large capacity transportation network via railway
- Incrementally move passenger transportation to high speed railways, and transport freight to the existing Gyeongbu Line and
Honam Line.
- Build a web-shaped advanced logistics network based on the Gyeongbu Line and the Honam Line that links Incheon, the center
of air transport, with Gwangyang and Busan, the centers of sea transport, but with the eventual inclusion of the eastern lines in
preparation for the integration of the two Koreas.
Construct a Northeast Asia logistics hub as an international transportation network
- Construct a branch line that connects the main route with seaport complexes and multi-freight terminals.
- Once the TKR and the trans-continental network are connected, transportation demand is expected to jump ten-fold by 2020.

Demand forecast of Korea's trans-Asia railway

(Unit: 1,000 TEU)

2005

2010

2015

2020

TSR

55

101

297

469

TCR

67

121

346

532
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Build up radial-shaped networks shooting out 12
directions across the country
- Length(3,374km 3,816km), Electrification(39.8%
73.1%), Passengers transport share(8% 15%)
- Build up high speed network whereby 6 northsouth lines and 6 east-west lines crisscross the
country with speed and efficiency

National Rail Network Construction Across Korea

Run on main line at an average speed of 200km/h
- Access to all major cities within 2~3 hours. Expand
and improve lines connecting high speed stations
to major destinations across the country so as to
provide the country the best rail service

Source: MOCT, Master Plan for National Rail
Network Development (~2015)
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An Efficient Management System will
Lead to Advanced Railway Facilities.

Railway Facilities Management
We have developed an asset management system for railway facilities.
Our advanced computer-aided system enables scientific and efficient asset management.

By developing a leading-edge system such as a maintenance system for facilities, we will manage
large-scale railway facilities in a safe and efficient manner.
We have developed an integrated facilities management system that the Korail can share.
We have improved regulations and procedures associated with maintenance in line with international standards

We will develop above/below-grade railway crossings to minimize railway accidents.
Construct overpasses or underpasses for safer railway crossings to minimize accidents.

Railway Facilities
Track

7,871.7km

Track

7 types, 26 vehicles including measuring coach

Viaduct

303.6km

Catenary

7 types, 70 vehicles including unwinding cars

Tunnels

358.0km

Transport

3 types, 443 vehicles including motor cars

Catenary

5,415km

Others

Path of Challenge
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Signaling and communications facilities, other structures, etc.
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Prepare for the future of the railway industry.
We make a path that links people safer and more conveniently,
a path that links goods to goods faster and more economically,
and the path that links the present and future with greater hope.
The Korea Rail Network Authority is utilizing advanced technology and expertise
to protect our beautiful environment and open the door to infinite possibilities in the global era.

A NEW PATH

PATH OF CHALLENGE

PATH OF TECHNOLOGY

PATH OF HOPE

Path of Technology

Unique Blend of Systems, Human
Resources, and Organization
Looking toward the future, we are on track to be
the top railway technology provider in the world.
As a global company with multidisciplinary capabilities, we have fostered a spirit of innovation in systems,
human resources and organization at the enterprise level. We are now poised to take the lead in a new era of railway
renaissance.

Unconventional big bang approach to launch the ERP system
Our project management system enhances communication at all levels of the organization as
well as various project stakeholders in 500 site offices and thus facilitates more informed
decisions.
As a full collaboration solution, it provides a virtual integration of process flow: construction quality - actual value of work performed - bill presentment & payment.
Our commitment to Speed & Digital Management translates into paradigm shift involved in the
move from paper records to electronic form.
Ensuring public access to our contract information promotes transparent management and
customer satisfaction.
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
- ERP system integrates and manages all data and processes of an organization into a single
unified system for utilization of enterprise-wide resources.

User

Personalization
PUBNet
VPN
Management

RANIS : Korea Rail Network Intelligent System

Intranet
Management
Information

United
Approval

Knowledge
Management

Invoice &
Cash Receipt

Groupware

Performance
Indicator

Payment
Information

Extranet

Balanced
Scorecard (BSC)

DW

Electronic
Documents

Electronic Bidding

Electronic
Contract
Administration

Electronic Bill
Presentment &
Payment

Online
Complaint Filing

Online
Complaint Filing

Civil Appeal
Information

Site
Management

EPMS

Financial
Account
Closing Info

Facilities
Info Railway
Access
Charging

CORE Info
Personnel Management

LDM

Project Stakeholders

Core Analysis Info, Results Records Info

ESS/MSS
Employees

Balanced Scorecard
(BSC)

Strategic Management System
Strategy Planning

Personnel
Administra
tion

Personnel
Planning

Education
and
Training

Contacts Management

Recruiting
Baseline
Information
Manage
ment

Rewarding
program

Evaluation

Procurement
Manage
ment

Contracts
Manage
ment

Quality/ Safety/
Environmental Management
QES
Management

Materials
Manage
ment

Contr
Quality Test
actor

Safety
Control

Construction
Monitoring &
Measurement

Environ
mental
Manage
ment

Korea Railroad
Corporation
Firm
Banking
Details
Financial Institution
Facilities
Maintenanc
e Plans
National Archives

Contractors
(Construction/ Design
/ Supervision
Contractors)

The public

SMS

Construction Project Management
Program
Management

CPMS

Construction Project
Information

Project

Accounting Management
Liabilities

General
Accounting

Costs/
Unit Price
Site Management

Manage

Fund

rial
Fixed
Budget Account Assets
ing

Bond
Financial
Accoun
ting

Tax
Affairs

Facilities Maintenance
Facilities
Management

Information
Analysis &
Management

Ministry of Construction &
Transportation

Facilities
Maintenanc
e Works
Korea Infrastructure Safety &
Technology Corporation

Interface
Management

Ministry of Finance and
Economy

Enterprise Information Management System
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Strong matrix structure
We remain focused on providing professional project management services, strengthening our core competence
through transformation from a functional structure to a matrix one.
Drawing on a highly skilled network of project managers, we can undertake all phases of railway construction
anywhere in the world.
Today we are home to 1,545 employees in 8 divisions, 5 regional offices, and 49 teams. (as of Jan. 1, 2006)
We have fostered a culture of achievement by implementing performance-oriented personnel policy.

5 in-house academies to assist in the career development
PM Academy: More than 900 PMP certificate holders (60% of total employees)
QM Academy: Training course for certified auditors on construction quality
Innovation Academy: Training course for enterprise-wide management innovation experts
KR Engineering Academy: MBA course for management & executives
Rewarded the Best Practice in Public Sector Innovation by the Korea Civil Service Commission (Dec. 2004)
KR PE Academy: Training course for engineers & experts

Enterprise-wide management innovation by the six sigma technique
Streamlining our practices and work processes, we have achieved financial outcomes, equivalent to 530 billion won
(US$ 530 million)
Ranked the 1st place in facilities & construction category of the Public Sector Management Evaluation (2004 & 2005)
Received 2005 Korea Management Quality Awards in six sigma innovation and CEO categories
Received 2006 Korea Management Quality Awards grand prize in public sector category

KOREA RAIL NETWORK AUTHORITY
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Quality, Safety Management
and Railway Industry Technology:
The Korea Rail Network Authority
will upgrade these to the next level.
To ensure its competitiveness in the railway industry on a par with the highest of international standards, the
Korea Rail Network Authority has applied state-of-the-art scientific technologies in the areas of quality, environment and
safety, while pursuing perfection in the construction process.

We strictly apply international management systems of quality, environmental, and
safety.
We have achieved the international standard for quality, environmental, and health & safety management systems
- Certificate of integrated management systems of environmental and health & safety in addition to quality
management (ISO 9001/14001, OHSAS 18001 certificate)
We continue to improve quality by adopting a real-name specification system for all design, supervision, and
construction processes.
- Strategic outsourcing alliance with deployable expert resources to supplement our in-house engineering capacity
We ensure quality by planning and implementing inspections and tests on a regular basis.
Operation of the Korea Rail Network Authority Quality Test Team , a government appointed professional quality
review organization, has produced construction using strictly selected materials of high quality.

Committed to environmental stewardship, we continue to advance our knowledge in
eco-friendly railway construction.
With expertise in environmental impact assessments, we seek sustainable options that balance the constant
demand for railway construction with the necessity to protect environment.
We work in partnership with an outside advising committee of industry people and the public to find solutions to
preserve our shared territory.

We promise to prevent accidents by systematically managing facilities.
Thorough safety checks on a regular basis during construction
Full system commissioning prior to revenue service to ensure overall safety
Safety checks and close examinations of constructed facilities

By operating a Safety Management Council to share safety information with
railway operators, we are actively building mutual trust and confidence.

Path of Technology
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We support research and development through systematic management of railway
technology.
Railway technology information management
- Transfer individual knowledge to databases via a knowledge information management system.
- Create a synergy effect by adding railway technology information and research findings to technology
development.
Develop research centers and support related organizations
- Divide roles and build a cooperation system between industry, academia, and research. Expand participation of
experts by utilizing an advisory council.
Signed agreement between Seoul National University of Technology and Korea Railroad Research Institute
(June 2004)
- Actively participate in domestic and overseas technology presentations and professional technology training
organizations.
Train experts in industrial technology
- Create programs for railway industry related education and training
Create an academic atmosphere by promoting programs for one certificate of qualification per person,
language programs, etc.
- Appropriate resource assignment by storing information about experts in a database.
KOREA RAIL NETWORK AUTHORITY
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Construction Techniques
and Safety System:
We promise to provide trust and confidence
with the best technological prowess.
Countless resources, machines and state-of-the-art technologies are required to build and link a single railway.
By utilizing the world's best high-tech construction methods and professional resources, the Korea Rail Network
Authority is building ever faster and higher quality railways. In particular, we place great importance on railway safety
and environment preservation, trying to provide safety to people and creating maximum profits for the company.

Construction techniques used in railway construction
PSM
The top of a bridge, with a length of 25m, width of 14m and weight of 600 tons, is manufactured at the
plant, is transferred to the site via a special vehicle and is then installed on the bridge. This reduces the
construction period dramatically (manufacturing period of one span: 25 days reduced to 3 days). Indoor
manufacturing also creates an environment of stable temperature and humidity, improving quality.

PC BOX Bridges
PC box bridges, a representative high-speed railway bridge, reduces its weight by hollowing out the insides
and inserting 20 bundles of tendon-like coil, creating a total tensile strength of 7,600 tons. This is designed
to withstand the vibration and impact of high speed trains.

Bell Mouth Tunnels
These are designed to enhance the riding experience by shaping the mouth of the tunnel like a bell in
order to enable smooth air flow during train entry and exit .

Arch Bridge Erected by Rotation Method
One of the latest construction techniques was used to build an arch bridge of 125m in length and 14m in
width over the Gyeongbu Highway (8 lanes) without interrupting the flow of traffic. Very temporary
detours dramatically reduce construction costs and the cost of interrupting traffic on the highway.

Machine-based Track Installation
The entire track was laid by a machine, enabling fast, strong and precise construction of 200m per day. Also,
special construction machines containing laser tracers fine-tuned the track alignment.

Tunnel Boring Machines Equipped with Shield
This mechanized tunneling method was used deep below the water table of the Han River with a width of
846m and maximum depth of 20m during the construction between Cheongdam station and Seongsu
station of the Bundang line.

Railway Safety Systems
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA)
A remote control facility in a central control center monitors all electric facilities
round the clock. A full dual system of the electric network enables response to
all kinds of service interruptions.

Automatic Train Control (ATC)

Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition (SCADA)

A high-tech facility that compares the train's current speed and the maximum
allowed speed, and reduces the speed if the current speed exceeds the
maximum speed.
Automatic Train Control (ATC)

Centralized Traffic Control (CTC)
This facility monitors the running condition and train status in all lines, and
controls and adjusts their operations to maximize safety.

Safety Facilities on Trackside Monitors

Centralized traffic Control (CTC)

The latest safety features such as rain and wind speed gauges, intrusion
detectors, hot box detectors, safety switches, etc. are installed beside the track
to guard against unexpected accidents.

Structure Monitoring & Measurement System

Safety facilities on trackside

It is designed to ensure structural safety through real-time data acquisition and
validation tools that enable to immediately assess and predict potential stability
and performance issues after catastrophic events, such as, earthquake and
typhoon.
KOREA RAIL NETWORK AUTHORITY
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We will become a company that opens a
path of hope via railways.
Railroads open a path of hope.
Railroads open a life of enrichment.
Railroads also open the beautiful hearts of people.
The Korea Rail Network Authority will open a path of hope to become a
company that elevates Korea’s status by using the best technology and
know-how available. We will become a company of the people, helping
them to realize their dreams.

A NEW PATH

PATH OF CHALLENGE

PATH OF TECHNOLOGY

PATH OF HOPE

Path of Hope

Transparent Management:
We will become a model company that creates
new values.
We will continue to be a public corporation that fosters win-win situations with the Korean people through
customer satisfaction management. The Korea Rail Network Authority will strive to be a model for other public
corporations by adopting a select-and-focus based rational management system that is transparent and sound. In
addition, the Korea Rail Network Authority will put into practice its founding management philosophy to guide us
through this new era so we can remain an innovative company that creates new values for employees, customers and all
Korean people.

Path of Hope
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We will establish an image as a public corporation that is transparent and clean.
Development and operation of anti-corruption system (Issue report center and online complaint filing center)
Foster responsible administration by specifying name of person in charge
Use transparent and fair electronic contracts
Establish and operate customer participation centers

We create new value with sound management.
Conduct customer satisfaction surveys and establish customer satisfaction management system
Train professionals and strengthen core competencies to global standards
Lay a foundation for knowledge management and integrate IT systems

KOREA RAIL NETWORK AUTHORITY
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VISION
Path of Hope
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Future Vision:
We will become a global professional
engineering corporation.
The launch of the Korea Rail Network Authority has inaugurated a new era for railways. It means the emergence
of a leader not only in Korea's railway culture but in the railway culture of Northeast Asia and in the rest of the world.
Based on leading railway construction technology, the Korea Rail Network Authority will advance into diverse related
businesses and become a global engineering company that opens the gateway to an enriched future.

Vision of the Korea Rail Network Authority
Short-term (2004~2005) : Build an integrated infrastructure to become a global corporation
Mid-term (2006~2007) : Strengthen core competencies and diversify domestic and overseas railway construction
projects
Long-term (2008~2010) : Leap forward as a professional railway corporation that leads the world's railway
construction market

Lead the new
railroad era

Diversify business
based on global
technology

Strengthen
project and
quality
management
competencies

Pursue
top safety with
top technology

Become a
“Professional Railway
Engineering Enterprise”
with global
competitiveness in
Northeast Asian era

Become an
engineering
company
with global
competitiveness

Create
stimulating and
rewardign work
environment

Provide a sense
of achievement
and hope to
its members

Implement
ethical
management

KOREA RAIL NETWORK AUTHORITY
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Moving Towards a Bigger Future,
a Bigger World:
It starts in Korea,
then expands to connect the world.
Convergence of people and the world,
A place for the exchange of differences and change The Iron Silkroad is being laid from the Korean Peninsula to Beijing and Siberia to reach the cities of Europe.
Now the dream of extending the railroad of peace and unification to reach every corner of the earth is fast
becoming a reality.
With the aim of reaching a bigger future, a bigger world,
the Korea Rail Network Authority is striving forward with hope.

Yeongdong Depot

Gwangmyeong
Station

Moam Viaduct

Goyang
R/S Depot

CheonanAsan
Station

Daelim Bldg. 452-3 Daeheung-dong, Jung-gu,
Daejeon Metropolitan City
TEL : +82-1588-7270

www.krnetwork.or.kr
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